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It’s pretty busy out-there

Figure 4: Main dynamical classes of trans-Neptunian objects. This diagram shows the current observational
census of the Kuiper belt in the a-e plane (black points), and outlines the primary sub-populations of Kuiper
belt objects. Resonant Kuiper belt objects have orbital periods that are commensurate with that of Neptune.
The classical Kuiper belt is primarily composed of comparatively low-eccentricity objects that reside be-
tween the 3:2 and the 2:1 mean motion resonances, extending out to ⇠ 48 AU. The scattered disk contains
objects with higher eccentricity and perihelion distance in the range q ⇠ 30 � 38 AU. The few objects with
higher perihelia and large semi-major axes represent the detached population, and are keenly relevant to the
Planet Nine hypothesis. Objects with perihelion distance smaller than the semi-major axis of Neptune are
referred to as Centaurs.

broad range of orbital periods with some known objects having semi-major axes in
excess of 2000 AU. Therefore, in spite of dynamical contamination from the known
giant planets, long-period Centaurs may still be strongly influenced by Planet Nine’s
gravity.

A point of greater importance is that Centaurs exhibit a very broad dispersion of
orbital inclinations, with a significant number of bodies occupying strongly retrograde
orbits. Such a wide scatter of inclinations cannot be accounted for by interactions with
the known giant planets alone, and requires some additional dynamics to explain the
observations. As discussed further below, a radically excited distribution of Centaur
inclinations is a natural outcome of Planet Nine induced evolution, and constitutes a
tantalizing line of evidence that points to Planet Nine’s existence (Batygin and Brown
2016b; Batygin and Morbidelli 2017; Becker et al. 2018; see also Gomes et al. 2015).
In other words, if Planet Nine exists, highly inclined Centaurs almost certainly repre-
sent an outcome of dynamical evolution sculpted by an interplay between P9 and the
canonical giant planets.

2.5. The Oort Cloud
At heliocentric distances more than one thousand times that of Neptune, resides yet

another, nearly spherical reservoir of debris known as the Oort cloud. Distinct from the
Kuiper belt, the Oort Cloud is a collection of icy bodies that provides the source for
long-period comets (Öpik, 1932; Oort, 1950). The region is thought to have a radial
extent from about 20,000 to 200,000 AU, where the outer distance scale corresponds
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Not just busy — also strange I
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Figure 6: Orbits of the distant Kuiper belt objects in physical space. The 14 illustrated objects have semi-
major axis a � 250 AU, perihelion q � 30 AU, and inclination i  40 deg. The arrows depict the perihelion
directions measured from the position of the Sun, where all of the vectors extend out to 250 AU to illustrate
the non-uniformity of their apsidal orientations. The locations of the first, second, and third quartiles corre-
sponding to the $�distribution of (meta)stable objects is marked on the surrounding circle. The polar inset
plot shows the positions of the angular momentum vectors of the same 14 KBOs, where the radial coordinate
informs the orbital inclination and the azimuthal angle corresponds to the longitude of ascending node. The
mean polar coordinates of stable and metastable KBOs are marked by the ⌦ sign, and the dispersion of the
vectors around the mean is shown with a dotted circle. Each object is color-coded in accordance with its
present-day dynamical stability as follows. Orbits depicted in purple correspond to the Neptune-detached
population, and have dynamical lifetimes much longer than the age of the solar system. Orbits shown in
green experience comparatively rapid dynamical chaos due to interactions with Neptune. An intermedi-
ate class of orbits that only experience mild di↵usion over the age of the solar system are shown in gray.
Note that the dynamically (meta)stable objects exhibit significantly tighter apsidal confinement as well as
clustering of the orbital poles than their unstable counterparts.
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Figure 8: Orbital elements of the distant KBOs (for the same 14 objects shown in Figure 6). The top and
bottom panels show the longitude of perihelion $ and the longitude of ascending node ⌦ as a function of
the semi-major axis, a, respectively. Each object is classified according to its dynamical stability (Figure 7)
and is color-coded in the same way as in Figure 6. The individual data points are further labeled by their
corresponding eccentricity (top panel) and inclination (bottom panel). In both panels, the angular elements
show a wide range of scatter and a nearly uniform distribution for small semi-major axes (a . 250 AU).
For wider orbits with a & 250 AU, both panels show an emergent pattern of clustering among (meta)stable
KBOs.

exhibit these anomalous patterns more clearly than their unstable counterpart (although
we note that simply using the full dataset leads to qualitatively identical, and quanti-
tatively similar conclusions). Accordingly, we will also apply the same demands for
long-term dynamical stability to the theoretical calculations that will follow, with the
aim of accentuating the closest points of comparison between theory and observations.

3.1. Apsidal Confinement
Arguably the most visually striking characteristic of the distant Kuiper belt is the

apsidal confinement of the orbits. While clearly evident in the top-down view of the
orbits in physical space (Figure 6), the transition between apsidally randomized and
clustered population of the Kuiper belt at a ⇠ 250 AU is most readily seen in the
top panel of Figure 8, where the longitude of perihelion is shown as a function of
the semi-major axis. A simple way to quantify this confinement is to separate the
a > 250 AU data into two 180 deg wide $ bins, with one bin centered on the mean
longitude of perihelion, h$i ⇡ 60 deg and the other on h$i�180 deg. Notably, 8 out of
9 dynamically (meta)stable objects reside within h$i ± 90 deg, with the third quartile
of the data located Q3 � h$i ⇡ 48 deg away from the mean.

A point of key importance is that if left to evolve exclusively under perturbations
arising from the canonical giant planets, the observed apsidal confinement of long-
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orbit
orbit

Figure 3: Definition of Keplerian orbital elements, illustrated by a schematic of an inclined, eccentric orbit
in the solar system. The size and ellipticity of the orbit are parameterized by the semi-major axis, a, and the
eccentricity, e, as shown in the inset. The longitude of ascending node (denoted ⌦) informs the direction
into which the orbit is tilted, and is measured by location at which the orbit intersects the ecliptic plane
from below. The argument of perihelion (denoted !) describes the angle between the line of nodes and
the direction of the planet’s closest approach to the sun (also referred to as the apsidal line). The combined
angle,$ = !+⌦, defines the overall direction of the apsidal line and is called the longitude of the perihelion.
Finally, the tilt of the orbit with respect to the ecliptic is informed by the inclination, i.

being rapidly destabilized by close encounters (Peale, 1976; Nesvorný & Roig, 2000,
2001).

The most prominent orbital commensurabilities in the Kuiper belt correspond to
the 3:2 and 2:1 mean motion resonances. Drawing on the fact that these resonances are
densely populated, Malhotra (1995) demonstrated that Neptune likely formed much
closer to the sun, and must have experienced long-range outward migration, capturing
resonant KBOs along the way. Subsequent characterization of resonant dynamics in
the Kuiper belt further revealed that Neptune’s migration must have had a stochastic
component, and likely occurred during a transient period of dynamical instability ex-
perienced by the outer solar system (Tsiganis et al. 2005; Levison et al. 2008; see also
Nesvorný 2015a for a recent study). Despite the constraints that the structure of the
resonant Kuiper belt places on the early evolution of the solar system, it plays no role
within the context of the Planet Nine hypothesis, and its existence can be safely ignored
for the purpose of the calculations that will follow.

2.2. Classical Kuiper Belt
The Classical Kuiper Belt is primarily comprised of icy bodies that have semi-

major axes in between the 3:2 and 2:1 mean motion resonances, corresponding to
a ⇡ 42 � 48 AU. By virtue of not being locked into resonances with Neptune, clas-
sical KBOs dominantly experience phase-averaged (so-called “secular”) interactions
that are considerably more subdued than their resonant counterparts. The broader class
of classical KBOs is often divided into dynamically ‘cold’ and ‘hot’ sub-populations,
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Not just busy — also strange II
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trans-Neptunian solar system: sideview 
semi-major axis > 30 AU, inclination > 50 deg
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Figure 9: Trans-Neptunian objects with high inclinations. This diagram shows the i > 50 deg subset of the
distant solar system’s small body population, as viewed from the ecliptic plane. Long-period Centaurs with
q < 30 AU and a > 250 AU are shown in orange, while the KBO 2015 BP519 is denoted in pink. The orbits of
more proximate high-inclination TNOs are rendered in cyan. Generically speaking, trans-Neptunian objects
with i > 50 deg cannot be natually explained by the standard model of the solar system’s formation and
dynamical evolution.

at perihelion. For consistency with the preceding discussion, we sub-divide the high-
inclination population of TNOs into a long-period component with a > 250 AU, and a
sub-population occupying the more proximate part of the Kuiper belt (Figure 9).

Objects with orbital inclinations in excess of a few tens of degrees are neither a
natural result of the solar system formation process (which unfolds in a geometrically
thin, dissipative disk of gas and dust; Armitage 2010), nor an expected outcome of
the solar system’s post-nebular evolution (Morbidelli et al., 2008). Indeed, detailed
numerical simulations of the solar system’s early dynamical relaxation carried out by
Levison et al. (2008) generate an inclination dispersion of TNOs that is largely confined
to i . 30 deg. While the more finely-tuned simulation suite of Nesvorný (2015b) boost
the upper envelope of the inclination distribution to i ⇡ 40 deg, perpendicular and
strongly retrograde objects such as Drac (Gladman et al., 2009), Niku (Chen et al.,
2016) as well other long-period Centaurs (Gomes et al., 2015) are never produced in
these calculations. This picture is further consistent with the recent simulation suite of
Becker et al. (2018), who demonstrate that even the i = 54 deg orbit of 2015 BP519 has
a negligible chance of being produced self-consistently through Neptune scattering.

In order to understand why interactions with the canonical giant planets do not

24

High inclinations 
We do not expect to see any objects with i>30
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Strange and ephemeral…

• Apsidial Confinement: 4% chance 


• Plane Clustering: together with Apsidial confinement: 
0.2%


• High Inclinations: bias favours low inclinations. The reality 
is worse than the sample.


• Typical timescale to erase these: 10-100 million years.
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Is there a shepherd around?

• Since the KBOs and TNOs are so strangely distributed, 
perhaps, there is an object that sets and helps them 
maintain their orbits.


• Such object should: 

1. have non-zero eccentricity

2. non-zero inclination

3. be reasonably far/massive


• Brown, Batygin et al. performed an extensive suite of 
simulations to determine its properties (mass and orbit).
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<latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8RVmbjvParhib7xSckI2QpGLgJs=">AAAB+HicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQyCpzAjinoQgl68CBHMAskw9HQ6SZNehl6EOORLvHhQxKuf4s2/sZPMQaMPCh7vVVFVL0kZ1SYIvrzC0vLK6lpxvbSxubVd9nd2m1pahUkDSyZVO0GaMCpIw1DDSDtVBPGEkVYyup76rQeiNJXi3oxTEnE0ELRPMTJOiv0yjy8uT2/jrCtTZvUk9itBNZgB/iVhTiogRz32P7s9iS0nwmCGtO6EQWqiDClDMSOTUtdqkiI8QgPScVQgTnSUzQ6fwEOn9GBfKlfCwJn6cyJDXOsxT1wnR2aoF72p+J/XsaZ/HmVUpNYQgeeL+pZBI+E0BdijimDDxo4grKi7FeIhUggbl1XJhRAuvvyXNI+rYVAN704qtas8jiLYBwfgCITgDNTADaiDBsDAgifwAl69R+/Ze/Pe560FL5/ZA7/gfXwDZ22S6w==</latexit>

0.05 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85
P9 eccentricity

0.05 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85

a9 = 400AU e9 = 0.15 i9 = 20deg
<latexit sha1_base64="KgLcT02tdSa+66U1QZTOcrM4GxI=">AAACF3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAILqRkSkVdCFU3Lis4baEzlEx62oZmLiQZoQx9Cze+ihsXirjVnW9jpu1CW38IfPznHHLO78eCK03It5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7DRUlkoHDIhHJlk8VCB6Co7kW0Iol0MAX0PSHN1m9+QBS8Si816MYvID2Q97jjGpjdYpl2rm4rBLinrgB1QMZpFfO2MUuBuOTsn2aMTdcIW4X+p1iiZTJRHgR7BmU0Ez1TvHL7UYsCSDUTFCl2jaJtZdSqTkTMC64iYKYsiHtQ9tgSANQXjq5a4yPjNPFvUiaF2o8cX9PpDRQahT4pjNbXs3XMvO/WjvRvXMv5WGcaAjZ9KNeIrCOcBYS7nIJTIuRAcokN7tiNqCSMm2iLJgQ7PmTF6FRKdsmwLtqqXY9iyOPDtAhOkY2OkM1dIvqyEEMPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatOWs2s4/+yPr8AXVxnFY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KgLcT02tdSa+66U1QZTOcrM4GxI=">AAACF3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAILqRkSkVdCFU3Lis4baEzlEx62oZmLiQZoQx9Cze+ihsXirjVnW9jpu1CW38IfPznHHLO78eCK03It5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7DRUlkoHDIhHJlk8VCB6Co7kW0Iol0MAX0PSHN1m9+QBS8Si816MYvID2Q97jjGpjdYpl2rm4rBLinrgB1QMZpFfO2MUuBuOTsn2aMTdcIW4X+p1iiZTJRHgR7BmU0Ez1TvHL7UYsCSDUTFCl2jaJtZdSqTkTMC64iYKYsiHtQ9tgSANQXjq5a4yPjNPFvUiaF2o8cX9PpDRQahT4pjNbXs3XMvO/WjvRvXMv5WGcaAjZ9KNeIrCOcBYS7nIJTIuRAcokN7tiNqCSMm2iLJgQ7PmTF6FRKdsmwLtqqXY9iyOPDtAhOkY2OkM1dIvqyEEMPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatOWs2s4/+yPr8AXVxnFY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KgLcT02tdSa+66U1QZTOcrM4GxI=">AAACF3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAILqRkSkVdCFU3Lis4baEzlEx62oZmLiQZoQx9Cze+ihsXirjVnW9jpu1CW38IfPznHHLO78eCK03It5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7DRUlkoHDIhHJlk8VCB6Co7kW0Iol0MAX0PSHN1m9+QBS8Si816MYvID2Q97jjGpjdYpl2rm4rBLinrgB1QMZpFfO2MUuBuOTsn2aMTdcIW4X+p1iiZTJRHgR7BmU0Ez1TvHL7UYsCSDUTFCl2jaJtZdSqTkTMC64iYKYsiHtQ9tgSANQXjq5a4yPjNPFvUiaF2o8cX9PpDRQahT4pjNbXs3XMvO/WjvRvXMv5WGcaAjZ9KNeIrCOcBYS7nIJTIuRAcokN7tiNqCSMm2iLJgQ7PmTF6FRKdsmwLtqqXY9iyOPDtAhOkY2OkM1dIvqyEEMPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatOWs2s4/+yPr8AXVxnFY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KgLcT02tdSa+66U1QZTOcrM4GxI=">AAACF3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAILqRkSkVdCFU3Lis4baEzlEx62oZmLiQZoQx9Cze+ihsXirjVnW9jpu1CW38IfPznHHLO78eCK03It5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7DRUlkoHDIhHJlk8VCB6Co7kW0Iol0MAX0PSHN1m9+QBS8Si816MYvID2Q97jjGpjdYpl2rm4rBLinrgB1QMZpFfO2MUuBuOTsn2aMTdcIW4X+p1iiZTJRHgR7BmU0Ez1TvHL7UYsCSDUTFCl2jaJtZdSqTkTMC64iYKYsiHtQ9tgSANQXjq5a4yPjNPFvUiaF2o8cX9PpDRQahT4pjNbXs3XMvO/WjvRvXMv5WGcaAjZ9KNeIrCOcBYS7nIJTIuRAcokN7tiNqCSMm2iLJgQ7PmTF6FRKdsmwLtqqXY9iyOPDtAhOkY2OkM1dIvqyEEMPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatOWs2s4/+yPr8AXVxnFY=</latexit>
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with data
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f � <latexit sha1_base64="0nRFZMoL5a7SN1EZZWU3rjT5lh4=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2k3bpZhN2N4US+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqz0FPaz3oSqhM/65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni4tn5MIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz98mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqSSDcFbfXmdtK6qnlv1Hq4r9ds8jiKcwTlcggc1qMM9NKAJDCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8f+P6RGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0nRFZMoL5a7SN1EZZWU3rjT5lh4=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2k3bpZhN2N4US+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqz0FPaz3oSqhM/65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni4tn5MIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz98mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqSSDcFbfXmdtK6qnlv1Hq4r9ds8jiKcwTlcggc1qMM9NKAJDCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8f+P6RGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0nRFZMoL5a7SN1EZZWU3rjT5lh4=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2k3bpZhN2N4US+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqz0FPaz3oSqhM/65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni4tn5MIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz98mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqSSDcFbfXmdtK6qnlv1Hq4r9ds8jiKcwTlcggc1qMM9NKAJDCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8f+P6RGQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0nRFZMoL5a7SN1EZZWU3rjT5lh4=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Ae2oWy2k3bpZhN2N4US+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqz0FPaz3oSqhM/65YpbdRcg68TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1ni4tn5MIqAxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir3pz8T+vm5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibz98mAK2RGTC2hTHF7K2EjqigzNqSSDcFbfXmdtK6qnlv1Hq4r9ds8jiKcwTlcggc1qMM9NKAJDCQ8wyu8Odp5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8f+P6RGQ==</latexit>
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� <latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TZ6dp5tyCBo6NdZnLwRhzdKcg4s=">AAAB63icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fszgnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelEhh0fe/vdLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq2zg1HFo8lrHpRMyCFBpaKFBCJzHAVCThMZrc5v7jExgrYv2A0wRCxUZaDAVnmEs9QNav1vy6PwddJUFBaqRAs1/96g1inirQyCWzthv4CYYZMyi4hFmll1pIGJ+wEXQd1UyBDbP5rTN65pQBHcbGlUY6V39PZExZO1WR61QMx3bZy8X/vG6Kw+swEzpJETRfLBqmkmJM88fpQBjgKKeOMG6Eu5XyMTOMo4un4kIIll9eJe2LeuDXg/vLWuOmiKNMTsgpOScBuSINckeapEU4GZNn8krePOW9eO/ex6K15BUzx+QPvM8fCOKOOA==</latexit>
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µ <latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UFOX4zita877+Ikq+M6IENXmVh0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoEDJ26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcZzyUNGBFrFgFJ300FVZr1zxq/4cZJUEOalAjnqv/NXtJyxTXCOT1NpO4KcYTqhBwSSflrqZ5SllIzrgHUc1VdyGk/mpU3LmlD6JE+NKI5mrvycmVFk7VpHrVBSHdtmbif95nQzj63AidJoh12yxKM4kwYTM/iZ9YThDOXaEMiPcrYQNqaEMXTolF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3F9Wajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAZ3UIcGMBjAM7zCmye9F+/d+1i0Frx85hj+wPv8AV1ejdY=</latexit>
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�/�
<latexit sha1_base64="iI066Q9O27gKjNsOWsBiEBPVKPw=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe6KoMegF48RzAN2lzA7mU2GzGOZ6RVCyGd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHclmeAWfP/bK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21bmhrEW10KabEMsEV6wFHATrZoYRmQjWSUZ3M7/zxIzlWj3COGOxJAPFU04JOCmMGJCLyPKBJL1qza/7c+BVEhSkhgo0e9WvqK9pLpkCKoi1YeBnEE+IAU4Fm1ai3LKM0BEZsNBRRSSz8WR+8hSfOaWPU21cKcBz9ffEhEhrxzJxnZLA0C57M/E/L8whvYknXGU5MEUXi9JcYNB49j/uc8MoiLEjhBrubsV0SAyh4FKquBCC5ZdXSfuyHvj14OGq1rgt4iijE3SKzlGArlED3aMmaiGKNHpGr+jNA+/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5Rn/gff4AEm+RGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iI066Q9O27gKjNsOWsBiEBPVKPw=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe6KoMegF48RzAN2lzA7mU2GzGOZ6RVCyGd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHclmeAWfP/bK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21bmhrEW10KabEMsEV6wFHATrZoYRmQjWSUZ3M7/zxIzlWj3COGOxJAPFU04JOCmMGJCLyPKBJL1qza/7c+BVEhSkhgo0e9WvqK9pLpkCKoi1YeBnEE+IAU4Fm1ai3LKM0BEZsNBRRSSz8WR+8hSfOaWPU21cKcBz9ffEhEhrxzJxnZLA0C57M/E/L8whvYknXGU5MEUXi9JcYNB49j/uc8MoiLEjhBrubsV0SAyh4FKquBCC5ZdXSfuyHvj14OGq1rgt4iijE3SKzlGArlED3aMmaiGKNHpGr+jNA+/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5Rn/gff4AEm+RGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iI066Q9O27gKjNsOWsBiEBPVKPw=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe6KoMegF48RzAN2lzA7mU2GzGOZ6RVCyGd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHclmeAWfP/bK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21bmhrEW10KabEMsEV6wFHATrZoYRmQjWSUZ3M7/zxIzlWj3COGOxJAPFU04JOCmMGJCLyPKBJL1qza/7c+BVEhSkhgo0e9WvqK9pLpkCKoi1YeBnEE+IAU4Fm1ai3LKM0BEZsNBRRSSz8WR+8hSfOaWPU21cKcBz9ffEhEhrxzJxnZLA0C57M/E/L8whvYknXGU5MEUXi9JcYNB49j/uc8MoiLEjhBrubsV0SAyh4FKquBCC5ZdXSfuyHvj14OGq1rgt4iijE3SKzlGArlED3aMmaiGKNHpGr+jNA+/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5Rn/gff4AEm+RGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iI066Q9O27gKjNsOWsBiEBPVKPw=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKe6KoMegF48RzAN2lzA7mU2GzGOZ6RVCyGd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHclmeAWfP/bK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21bmhrEW10KabEMsEV6wFHATrZoYRmQjWSUZ3M7/zxIzlWj3COGOxJAPFU04JOCmMGJCLyPKBJL1qza/7c+BVEhSkhgo0e9WvqK9pLpkCKoi1YeBnEE+IAU4Fm1ai3LKM0BEZsNBRRSSz8WR+8hSfOaWPU21cKcBz9ffEhEhrxzJxnZLA0C57M/E/L8whvYknXGU5MEUXi9JcYNB49j/uc8MoiLEjhBrubsV0SAyh4FKquBCC5ZdXSfuyHvj14OGq1rgt4iijE3SKzlGArlED3aMmaiGKNHpGr+jNA+/Fe/c+Fq0lr5g5Rn/gff4AEm+RGg==</latexit>

Figure 20: A summary of the m9 = 5 M� simulation ensemble. The top left plot shows the perihelion con-
finement fraction, f$ (equation 16), as a function of P9 eccentricity (recall from Figure 15 that e9 and a9 are
linked together by the requirement that the critical semi-major axis lies in the range 200 AU . āc . 300 AU).
While the current census of stable long-period KBOs is characterized by ( f$)data = 8/9, as a rudimentary
cut on the results, we disregard any simulation that generates a distant Kuiper belt with f$ < 80%. The top
right panel depicts the forced equilibrium angle, µ (a measure of the vertical o↵set of the center of the yellow
circle in the right panels of Figure 17 away from the positive p-axis) of the simulated distant Kuiper belt, as a
function of e9. Reducing the aggregate of successful simulations further, we ignore any P9 parameter combi-
nation that produces a Kuiper belt with |µ| > 10 deg. The bottom panel shows a bubble chart where the y-axis
corresponds to the magnitude of the forced equilibrium, ⌘, and the size of the individual bubbles informs the
ratio of the forced equilibrium amplitude to the rms dispersion (meaning that larger bubbles correspond to
tighter clustering of the orbital poles). Only simulations that satisfy the aforementioned f$ and |µ| criteria are
shown with colored circles (those that do not are shown with transparent bubbles), demonstrating that there
exists only a limited eccentricity range that produces distant Kuiper belt architecture that is compatible with
observations. The parameters of the two best-fit simulations for this choice of m9 are labeled, although given
observational uncertainties on the values of f$, ⌘, and �, it is clear that these parameter combinations are
not unique. Note further that for each value of e9, we plot the results from JSUNP9 and J2NP9 simulations
side-to-side, and that semi-averaged simulations tend to systematically exhibit marginally better confinement
in both f$, and ⌘.
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• Excitation of Extreme TNO Inclinations. Trans-Neptunian objects with inclinations
in excess of i & 50 deg are not a natural outcome of the solar system formation process.
Nevertheless, several objects with inclinations well above 50 deg have been detected on
wide (a > 250 AU) orbits, including the recently discovered KBO 2015 BP519 which is
the only known member of this class characterized by q > 30 AU. Despite their puz-
zling nature, such highly inclined objects are routinely produced within the framework
of the P9 hypothesis, via a high order (octupolar) secular resonance with Planet Nine.

• Production of Retrograde Centaurs. In addition to long-period TNOs with i > 50 deg,
the solar system also hosts a multitude of highly inclined, and even strongly retrograde
shorter-period (a < 100 AU) objects. As with their distant counterparts, the dynam-
ical origins of such objects is inexplicable through perturbations from the known gi-
ant planets alone. Although these objects are decoupled from Planet Nine’s gravita-
tional influence today, numerical simulations demonstrate that an intricate interplay
between P9-induced dynamical evolution and Neptune scattering can deliver highly
inclined long-period TNOs onto shorter period orbits, polluting the classical region of
the Kuiper belt with highly inclined Centaurs. More generally, this process allows for
the injection of objects that trace through orbits in the retrograde direction, into the
trans-Jovian domain of the solar system.

Each of the above dynamical e↵ects can be understood from purely analytic grounds
within the framework of the Planet Nine hypothesis. Simplified models of this sort,
based on secular perturbation theory, are presented in section 4. Detailed comparison
with the data, however, requires the fabrication of a synthetic population of long-period
KBOs using large-scale N-body simulations. The results of thousands of such simu-
lations are described in section 5, and collectively point to a revised set of physical
and orbital parameters for Planet Nine. Specifically, compared to the original results
(Batygin and Brown, 2016a), where P9 was reported to have m9 ⇡ 10M� and occupy
an a9 = 700 AU orbit with e9 = 0.6, the current simulations (reviewed in section 5),
point towards a marginally lower-mass planet that resides on a somewhat more prox-
imate and less dynamically excited orbit, with m9 ⇡ 5 � 10M�, a9 ⇠ 400 � 800 AU,
e9 ⇠ 0.2 � 0.5, and i9 ⇠ 15 � 25 deg. Perhaps counterintuitively, the increase in bright-
ness due to a smaller heliocentric distance more than makes up for the decrease in
brightness due to a slightly diminished physical radius, suggesting that Planet Nine is
more readily discoverable by conventional optical surveys than previously thought.

8.2. Alternative Explanations
As a formulated dynamical model, the Planet Nine hypothesis provides a satisfac-

tory account for the orbital anomalies of the distant solar system. Nevertheless, until
the existence of Planet Nine is confirmed observationally, the possibility that the envi-
sioned theory is incorrect will continue to linger. The history of proposed planets based
on dynamical anomalies suggests that this option should be taken seriously. In this
vein, it is useful to recall the cautionary tale surrounding the prediction and subsequent
abandonment of planet Vulcan (see section 1.3), as it illuminates the vulnerability of
even the most well-formulated theoretical models. While it is unlikely that the asym-
metries of the orbital structure of the distant solar system point to fundamentally new
physics (as in the case of Vulcan), we must acknowledge alternative explanations for
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Gravitational Lensing

✓E = 2.7⇥ 10�11rad
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For an Earth mass object this corresponds to an angle: 
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Gravitational Lensing
Look for an environment with large density of stars

That’s what these experiments do:

• Hyper Suprime-Cam

• OGLE

• MACHO

• EROS
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OGLE
• OGLE = Optical Gravitational Lensing 

Experiment


• The look for changes in the stars’ 
brightness. Either due to occultation or 
lensing.


• If periodic, this implies an orbiting planet.


• If not periodic, it implies a transit (or long 
period)
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FIG. 7: Red shaded region corresponds to the 95% C.L. upper bound on the PBH mass fraction to DM, derived assuming the
null hypothesis that there is no PBH microlensing event in the 5-year OGLE data (see text for details). Here we assume a
monochromatic mass function of PBHs, and we derive the upper bound at each mass scale denoted in the x-axis. The dashed
curve shows the upper bound if the OGLE data in the 4 shortest timescale bins for the ultrashort-timescale events is not used for
the null hypothesis. This constraint can be compared with other observational constraints as shown by the gray shaded regions:
the microlensing search of stars in the Andromeda galaxy from the one-night Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam data (“HSC”) [29],
the mirolensing search from the 2-years Kelper data (“Kepler”) [28], the earlier MACHO/EROS/OGLE microlensing search
(“EROS/MACHO”) [27], the microlensing of extremely magnified stars near caustics of a galaxy cluster (“Caustics”) [32] and
the accretion e↵ects on the CMB observables (“CMB”) [35], which is the result updated from the earlier estimate [34].

events at each timescale bin follows the Poisson distribu-
tion. This is a good assumption because the same lens-
ing object very unlikely produces multiple lensing events
(lensing for multiple source stars) because of smallness of
the lensing optical depth, ⌧ ⇠ 10�6 (see Table I). Hence
we can safely assume that di↵erent microlensing events
are independent and uncorrelated with each other. Un-
der these assumptions, we assume that the log likelihood
of OGLE microlensing events is given by

ln L(d|✓) =
nbinX

i=1

[Nobs(tE,i) ln �(tE,i) � �(tE,i) � ln Nobs(tE,i)!]

(37)

where Nobs(tE,i) is the observed number of events at
the i-th timescale bin (tE,i); d is the data vector,
d ⌘ {Nobs(tE,1), Nobs(tE,2), . . . , Nobs(tE,nbin

)} in our
case, nbin is the number of timescale bins (nbin = 25 as
can be found from Fig. 5); ✓ is the model vector; �(tE,i)
is the expectation number of events at the bin. When we
include PBH microlensing contributions, we model the
expectation number by

�(tE,i) = Nobs(tE,i) + N
PBH

exp
(tE,i). (38)

Here N
PBH

exp
(tE,i) is the expected number of microlensing

events due to PBHs at the i-th timescale bin, which is
computed from Eq. (36) once the PBH mass fraction to
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We constrain the abundance of primordial black holes (PBH) using 2622 microlensing events ob-
tained from 5-years observations of stars in the Galactic bulge by the Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (OGLE). The majority of microlensing events display a single or at least continuous
population that has a peak around the light curve timescale tE ' 20 days and a wide distribution
over the range tE ' [1, 300] days, while the data also indicates a second population of 6 ultrashort-
timescale events in tE ' [0.1, 0.3] days, which are advocated to be due to free-floating planets. We
confirm that the main population of OGLE events can be well modeled by microlensing due to
brown dwarfs, main sequence stars and stellar remnants (white dwarfs and neutron stars) in the
standard Galactic bulge and disk models for their spatial and velocity distributions. Using the dark
matter (DM) model for the Milky Way (MW) halo relative to the Galactic bulge/disk models, we
obtain the tightest upper bound on the PBH abundance in the mass range MPBH ' [10�6, 10�3]M�
(Earth-Jupiter mass range), if we employ “null hypothesis” that the OGLE data does not contain
any PBH microlensing event. More interestingly, we also show that Earth-mass PBHs can well
reproduce the 6 ultrashort-timescale events, without the need of free-floating planets, if the mass
fraction of PBH to DM is at a per cent level, which is consistent with other constraints such as
the microlensing search for Andromeda galaxy (M31) and the longer timescale OGLE events. Our
result gives a hint of PBH existence, and can be confirmed or falsified by microlensing search for
stars in M31, because M31 is towards the MW halo direction and should therefore contain a much
less number of free-floating planets, even if exist, than the direction to the MW center.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dark matter (DM) is one of the most essential in-
gredients in the standard model of cosmic hierarchical
structure formation scenario [e.g., 1]. However, the na-
ture of DM is not yet known and one of the most im-
portant, unresolved problems in physics and astronomy.
Unknown stable elementary particle(s) beyond the Stan-
dard Model of Particle Physics, so-called Weakly Inter-
acting Massive Particle(s) (WIMP), have been thought
of as a viable candidate of DM, but has yet to be de-
tected either in direct experiments, collider experiments
or indirect searches [e.g., 2–4, for a review]. Primordial
black holes (PBH), first proposed in pioneer works [5–7],
are alternative viable candidate of DM [also see 8, for a
review]. PBHs can be formed by gravitational collapse
of Hubble patch in the early universe if the patch has
a large primordial overdensity of � ⇠ O(0.1). Various
works have proposed a mechanism to generate such a
large overdensity such as an inflation model [e.g., 9–11],

⇤niikura@hep.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
†masahiro.takada@ipmu.jp

producing PBHs with a target mass scale and a target
abundance. Furthermore, there is a renewed interest in
PBH scenario because of recent claims [12–16] [also see
17] that PBHs can be progenitors of binary black holes
whose gravitational wave events have been detected by
the LIGO/Virgo experiments [18, 19].

There are various attempts at constraining PBHs
over almost twenty orders of magnitudes in their mass
scales; gamma-ray background from PBH evaporation
[20], femtolensing of gamma-ray bursts [21] (although
Ref. [22] recently pointed out that a finite-source size
e↵ect of the gamma-ray burst progenitor significantly
relaxes or even removes the constraint), supernovae of
white dwarfs triggered by PBH [23], PBH capture by
neutron stars [24, 25], microlensing constraints [26–29],
caustics-network lensing in the galaxy cluster region [30–
32], X-ray background from gas accretion on PBH [33],
and the e↵ect of PBH gas accretion on the cosmic mi-
crowave background optical depth [34] (see Refs. [35, 36]
for the revisited calculations), the e↵ect of PBH on pul-
sar timing array observation [37] and the e↵ect on type-Ia
supernova observation [38]. Except for a mass window of
MPBH ' [10�16

, 10�11]M�, these constraints rule out a
scenario that PBHs constitute the dominant fraction of
DM if PBH has a narrow mass spectrum.
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FIG. 5: Comparison of the 5-years OGLE data with the model predictions. The histogram with errorbars denotes the OGLE
data in each logarithmic bin of tE, where the errorbar is the 1� Poisson uncertainties on the counts. The bold-blue solid
curve shows the best-fit model assuming the stellar components in the bulge and disk regions. Other dashed curves show
each contribution of brown dwarfs (BD), main sequence (MS) stars, white dwarfs (WD) and neutron stars (NS) to the total
microlensing events, respectively (see Fig. 1). The contribution of astrophysical black holes is outside the plotting range. As a
demonstration, the purple curve shows the prediction if all DM is PBHs with mass MPBH = 10�3M� (Jupiter mass scales) for
fPBH = 1. A sum of the PBH and astrophysical object contributions is too high compared to the OGLE events, and therefore
such a PBH scenario is ruled out by the OGLE data.

Fig. 2 shows the expected di↵erential number of mi-
crolensing events per logarithmic interval of the light
curve timescale tE, for a single source star in the bulge
region, assuming the 5-years observation as in the OGLE
data. For PBH microlensing, we adopt the model ingre-
dients in Sections III for the mass density profile and
velocity distribution, assuming the monochromatic mass
scale. We assumed that all DM is made of PBHs of
each mass scale: fPBH = 1. If we consider lighter-mass
PBHs, the number density of PBHs increases and such
PBHs yield a higher frequency of microlensing events
with shorter timescales. In particular, for microlensing
events with timescales shorter than a few days, PBHs
with MPBH

<⇠ 10�1
M� could produce a larger number of

microlensing events than MS stars of ⇠ 1 M� do, if such
PBHs constitute a significant fraction of DM.

In Fig. 3 we study relative contributions of MS stars in
the bulge and disk regions to the total of MS microlens-

ing events. It can be found that stars in the disk region
gives a dominant contribution, while the bulge star con-
tribution is significant for shorter timescale events.

C. Comparison with the 5-years OGLE data

We now compare the model predictions of microlens-
ing events with the 5-years OGLE data. The OGLE
data contains 2622 events over the range of light curve
timescales, tE = [10�1

, 300] days (see Extended Data
Table 4 in Mróz et al. [43]). The expected number
of microlensing events per a given timescale interval of
[tE � �tE/2, tE + �tE/2] is computed as

Nexp(tE) = tobsNsfA

Z tE+�tE/2

tE��tE/2
d ln t

0
E

d2�

d ln t0
E

✏(t0
E
), (36)
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FIG. 7: Red shaded region corresponds to the 95% C.L. upper bound on the PBH mass fraction to DM, derived assuming the
null hypothesis that there is no PBH microlensing event in the 5-year OGLE data (see text for details). Here we assume a
monochromatic mass function of PBHs, and we derive the upper bound at each mass scale denoted in the x-axis. The dashed
curve shows the upper bound if the OGLE data in the 4 shortest timescale bins for the ultrashort-timescale events is not used for
the null hypothesis. This constraint can be compared with other observational constraints as shown by the gray shaded regions:
the microlensing search of stars in the Andromeda galaxy from the one-night Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam data (“HSC”) [29],
the mirolensing search from the 2-years Kelper data (“Kepler”) [28], the earlier MACHO/EROS/OGLE microlensing search
(“EROS/MACHO”) [27], the microlensing of extremely magnified stars near caustics of a galaxy cluster (“Caustics”) [32] and
the accretion e↵ects on the CMB observables (“CMB”) [35], which is the result updated from the earlier estimate [34].

events at each timescale bin follows the Poisson distribu-
tion. This is a good assumption because the same lens-
ing object very unlikely produces multiple lensing events
(lensing for multiple source stars) because of smallness of
the lensing optical depth, ⌧ ⇠ 10�6 (see Table I). Hence
we can safely assume that di↵erent microlensing events
are independent and uncorrelated with each other. Un-
der these assumptions, we assume that the log likelihood
of OGLE microlensing events is given by

ln L(d|✓) =
nbinX

i=1

[Nobs(tE,i) ln �(tE,i) � �(tE,i) � ln Nobs(tE,i)!]

(37)

where Nobs(tE,i) is the observed number of events at
the i-th timescale bin (tE,i); d is the data vector,
d ⌘ {Nobs(tE,1), Nobs(tE,2), . . . , Nobs(tE,nbin

)} in our
case, nbin is the number of timescale bins (nbin = 25 as
can be found from Fig. 5); ✓ is the model vector; �(tE,i)
is the expectation number of events at the bin. When we
include PBH microlensing contributions, we model the
expectation number by

�(tE,i) = Nobs(tE,i) + N
PBH

exp
(tE,i). (38)

Here N
PBH

exp
(tE,i) is the expected number of microlensing

events due to PBHs at the i-th timescale bin, which is
computed from Eq. (36) once the PBH mass fraction to
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FIG. 8: Shaded blue region is the 95% CL allowed region of PBH abundance, obtained by assuming that 6 ultrashort-timescale
microlensing events in the OGLE data are due to PBHs. Note that we assume a monochromatic mass scale for PBHs as given
in the x-axis. The allowed region is computed from the condition P (fPBH,MPBH)/Pmax > 0.046, which corresponds to 95% CL
if the surface of posterior distribution follows a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (Pmax is the posterior distribution for
the best-fit model). Dark shaded region shows the result when combining the allowed region of the ultrashort-timescale events
with the upper bounds from the Subaru constraints and the longer timescale OGLE data.

DM, fPBH, is specified for an assumed PBH mass scale
(MPBH); N

PBH

exp
(E, i) / fPBH. As a conservative ap-

proach, we use the observed counts, Nobs(tE,i) for the
expectation value of microlensing events due to stellar
components. In the following, we assume that the MW
DM model for the spatial and velocity distributions for
PBH in Sections III, and we treat the PBH mass frac-
tion parameter, fPBH, as a free parameter for an assumed
PBH mass scale (MPBH). Namely we consider a single
model parameter for an assumed PBH mass scale (we will
discuss later for a possible extension of this assumption).
When fPBH = 0, i.e. N

PBH

exp
= 0, the maximum likeli-

hood is realized because of N
PBH

exp
� 0. The last term in

the above log likelihood is irrelevant for parameter infer-
ence, because it is a fixed number irrespectively of model
parameter (fPBH).

Given the likelihood function and the PBH model (de-
noted as M), the posterior distribution of model param-
eter, fPBH, is computed based on the Bayes’s theorem
as

P (fPBH|d, M) =
L(d|fPBH)⇧(fPBH)

P (d|M)
, (39)

where ⇧(fPBH) is a prior of fPBH and P (d|M) ⌘ E is the
evidence. In this paper, we assume a flat prior, fPBH  1;
the total PBH mass in the MW region cannot exceed
the DM mass. By computing the above equation with
varying the model parameter fPBH, we can obtain the
posterior distribution for an assumed mass scale of PBH.
Fig. 6 shows some examples for the posterior distribution
for a given PBH mass scale, obtained from the above
method.
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DM, fPBH, is specified for an assumed PBH mass scale
(MPBH); N
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exp
(E, i) / fPBH. As a conservative ap-

proach, we use the observed counts, Nobs(tE,i) for the
expectation value of microlensing events due to stellar
components. In the following, we assume that the MW
DM model for the spatial and velocity distributions for
PBH in Sections III, and we treat the PBH mass frac-
tion parameter, fPBH, as a free parameter for an assumed
PBH mass scale (MPBH). Namely we consider a single
model parameter for an assumed PBH mass scale (we will
discuss later for a possible extension of this assumption).
When fPBH = 0, i.e. N

PBH

exp
= 0, the maximum likeli-

hood is realized because of N
PBH

exp
� 0. The last term in

the above log likelihood is irrelevant for parameter infer-
ence, because it is a fixed number irrespectively of model
parameter (fPBH).

Given the likelihood function and the PBH model (de-
noted as M), the posterior distribution of model param-
eter, fPBH, is computed based on the Bayes’s theorem
as

P (fPBH|d, M) =
L(d|fPBH)⇧(fPBH)

P (d|M)
, (39)

where ⇧(fPBH) is a prior of fPBH and P (d|M) ⌘ E is the
evidence. In this paper, we assume a flat prior, fPBH  1;
the total PBH mass in the MW region cannot exceed
the DM mass. By computing the above equation with
varying the model parameter fPBH, we can obtain the
posterior distribution for an assumed mass scale of PBH.
Fig. 6 shows some examples for the posterior distribution
for a given PBH mass scale, obtained from the above
method.
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Possible Scenarios
The Reasonable Conclusion


• OGLE sees free floating 
planets.


• Maybe, our solar system 
captured one of those


• This is where Planet 9 comes 
from.


• We should keep looking for a 
planet

The Fun Conclusion


• OGLE sees primordial black 
holes.


• Maybe, our solar system 
captured one of those


• Planet 9, is not a planet. It is a 
tiny black hole.


• We should start looking for a 
black hole.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE?
 22



How would Planet 9 get 
here?

 23
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1) Planet Nine forms in its
distant, current location and 
stays there
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Planet
Nine

2) Planet Nine is scattered
onto a high-eccentricity orbit 
through interactions with 
other planets

1) Solar System forms 
with !ve or more 
outer planets

3) Interactions with passing stars
circularize the orbit of Planet Nine
and detach its perihelion

Ca
pt

ur
e 

in
 th

e 
So

la
r B

irt
h 

Cl
us

te
r 1) Planet Nine forms around its 

host star (a member of the solar
birth cluster)

2) The Sun experiences a close
encounter with the star hosting
Planet Nine

3) Planet Nine is liberated from its host star, but is
then captured into roughly its observed orbit in 
our own solar system

Figure 26: Above, we show not-to-scale schematics for the three possible mechanisms by which Planet Nine
could have been formed and placed in its current orbit in the solar system. (top panel) In in situ formation,
Planet Nine forms in its current distant orbit while the protoplanetary disk is still present, and resides there
throughout the history of the solar system. (middle panel) If Planet Nine forms among the outer planets in the
solar system, it could subsequently be scattered outwards onto a high-eccentricity orbit through interactions
with the other solar system planets. Then, its orbit could be circularized through interactions with passing
stars. (bottom panel) If Planet Nine originally formed around a host star other than the sun, a subsequent
close encounter between this other star and the sun could result in Planet Nine being captured into its current-
day long-period orbit around the sun.
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They all suffer from issues

• In-situ does not really work… planet formation disks are 
never extended as far as 400AU. It seems impossible to form 
a planet this far…


• Upscatter is really tricky too: once a planet is this far, it is 
very vulnerable to any other scatters…plus you really need 
two scatters…


• Capture is also unlikely. It is more likely in the solar birth 
cluster, but also vulnerable in the cluster…


• But then, as unlikely they are, all of the above mechanisms 
are more likely than the orbital anomalies they explain.

 25



Capture Probability

2

The second set of anomalies has been observed by
OGLE. The OGLE observations, when interpreted as a
population of PBHs, are consistent with a range of masses
and density fractions [6] with

M 2 [0.5M�, 20M�], fPBH 2 [0.005, 0.1], (1)

where fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM, in terms of the DM relic den-
sity ⌦DMh

2
⇡ 0.1 with the PBH population forming a

subcomponent with relic density ⌦PBH. The masses and
density fractions are correlated with larger masses corre-
sponding to smaller fPBH.

While an M� object is too light to be an astrophysical
black hole formed by stellar collapse, PBHs arise from
over densities in the early universe [15, 16] and as a re-
sult can be substantially lighter than M�. Formation of
PBHs inferred from OGLE has been discussed in [17–19].
We note that PBHs arise from O(1) density fluctuations
during radiation domination, due to an increase in the
primordial power spectrum. An intriguing coincidence
is that PBHs formed during radiation domination via a
strong first order phase transition around the electroweak
scale are expected to have mass of the same order as P9
with MBH ⇠ M�(125 GeV/T )2 [20].

Since [6] prefers fPBH < 1, we assume DM particles
account for the remaining fraction: fDM = 1�fPBH ⇡ 1.
In that case, a PBH will accrete DM and form a micro-
halo [21–25]. Since the DM densities in these microhalos
are typically very high, DM annihilations can be signifi-
cantly enhanced, leading to potentially detectable signals
as we will discuss in Sections 4 and 5.

3. Capture Probability. There are three alterna-
tive hypotheses for the origin of P9: a) P9 formed on
its current orbit (‘in situ’); b) P9 formed in the inner
Solar System and has been up-scattered into its current
orbit; or c) P9 has formed outside of the Solar System
and has been captured. While all three scenarios are un-
likely, they are still favourable compared to the chance
alignment of TNOs [3]. In case of the in situ forma-
tion, at a ⇠ 500 AU there is typically insu�cient time
and material to build an Earth mass planet [26–28]. The
prospect of a planet forming near Uranus and Neptune
before being scattered to its present orbit is low since in
order to fall into a stable orbit the planet would need
to be appropriately influenced by a passing star (or an-
other mechanism) [4, 29]. The probability of capturing a
free floating planet (FFP) is estimated to be similarly im-
probable, with estimates di↵ering by orders of magnitude
depending on assumptions [29–31].

We will argue that while there is a low probability of
capturing an Earth mass PBH, it is no more improba-
ble than capturing an FFP of similar mass. The Solar
System capture rate can be expressed as follows

� = h�nvi =

Z
n0F (v + v�)

d�

dv
vdv , (2)

where F (v) and n0 are the velocity distribution and am-
bient density of the objects to be captured, d�/dv is the
di↵erential capture cross-section and v�,r is the velocity
of the Sun with respect to the rest frame of the objects
to be captured.
The di↵erential cross-section (identical for PBHs and

free floaters) is significantly suppressed for relative ve-
locities larger than 0.25km/s [32], which is much smaller
than other velocities in the calculation. As a result, the
velocity dispersions in the integrand can be approximated
by the zero-order value F (v�). This allows us to cancel
the common factor of d�/dv in the ratio of PBH to FFP
capture rate, which is then well approximated by

�BH

�FFP

'
nBH

nFFP

FPBH(v�,PBH)

FFFP(v�,FFP)
. (3)

We assume that the PBH velocity distribution is the same
as the DM velocity distribution given by the Standard
Halo Model [33], with v�,DM = 220km/s and velocity
dispersion �PBH = v�/

p
2. The local density of PBHs is

related to the local DM density (⇢DM = 0.4 GeV/cm3)
and the fact that PBHs comprise a fraction fPBH of this
local density:

nBH = fPBH

✓
⇢DM

MBH

◆
⇠ 35pc�3

✓
fBH

0.05

◆✓
5M�
MBH

◆
.

As for the FFPs, there are two possibilities: While the
Solar System could capture a planet when inside a star-
forming region, for which the FFP density may be as high
as 200pc�3 [32], such stellar nurseries are highly disrup-
tive environments. Hence a planet captured in this man-
ner is quite likely subsequently stripped by interactions
with nearby stars [27–29]. Instead we consider capture
in the field, away from star forming regions. In the field,
the FFP density (which we take to the be similar to the
local star density) is much lower: nFFP ⇠ 0.2pc�3. How-
ever, the available time for capture is much longer and
the survival probability of a captured object is e↵ectively
unity. We assume the FFP velocity dispersion is inher-
ited from the stars in the thin disk: �⇤ ⇠ 40km/s [32].
Remarkably, with these parameters we arrive at:

�BH

�FFP

⇠ 1⇥

✓
0.2pc�3

nFFP

◆✓
40km/s

�FFP

◆3 ✓
fBH

0.05

◆✓
5M�
MBH

◆
.

We find that the rates are comparable and thus conclude
that the probability that an FFP is gravitationally cap-
tured by the Solar System in ambient space is roughly
comparable to capturing a 5M� PBH with fPBH ⇠ 0.05.
Therefore, if one is willing to entertain that the possi-
bility that the TNO orbits indicate a captured planet,
it is plausible that the gravitational source in the outer
Solar System could instead be a PBH (once we establish
evidence for such a PBH population).
Finally, we note that gravitational capture normally

occurs due to multi-body interactions or drag through

� =

Z
n0F (v)v

d�

dv
dv
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2

The second set of anomalies has been observed by
OGLE. The OGLE observations, when interpreted as a
population of PBHs, are consistent with a range of masses
and density fractions [6] with

M 2 [0.5M�, 20M�], fPBH 2 [0.005, 0.1], (1)

where fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM, in terms of the DM relic den-
sity ⌦DMh

2
⇡ 0.1 with the PBH population forming a

subcomponent with relic density ⌦PBH. The masses and
density fractions are correlated with larger masses corre-
sponding to smaller fPBH.

While an M� object is too light to be an astrophysical
black hole formed by stellar collapse, PBHs arise from
over densities in the early universe [15, 16] and as a re-
sult can be substantially lighter than M�. Formation of
PBHs inferred from OGLE has been discussed in [17–19].
We note that PBHs arise from O(1) density fluctuations
during radiation domination, due to an increase in the
primordial power spectrum. An intriguing coincidence
is that PBHs formed during radiation domination via a
strong first order phase transition around the electroweak
scale are expected to have mass of the same order as P9
with MBH ⇠ M�(125 GeV/T )2 [20].

Since [6] prefers fPBH < 1, we assume DM particles
account for the remaining fraction: fDM = 1�fPBH ⇡ 1.
In that case, a PBH will accrete DM and form a micro-
halo [21–25]. Since the DM densities in these microhalos
are typically very high, DM annihilations can be signifi-
cantly enhanced, leading to potentially detectable signals
as we will discuss in Sections 4 and 5.

3. Capture Probability. There are three alterna-
tive hypotheses for the origin of P9: a) P9 formed on
its current orbit (‘in situ’); b) P9 formed in the inner
Solar System and has been up-scattered into its current
orbit; or c) P9 has formed outside of the Solar System
and has been captured. While all three scenarios are un-
likely, they are still favourable compared to the chance
alignment of TNOs [3]. In case of the in situ forma-
tion, at a ⇠ 500 AU there is typically insu�cient time
and material to build an Earth mass planet [26–28]. The
prospect of a planet forming near Uranus and Neptune
before being scattered to its present orbit is low since in
order to fall into a stable orbit the planet would need
to be appropriately influenced by a passing star (or an-
other mechanism) [4, 29]. The probability of capturing a
free floating planet (FFP) is estimated to be similarly im-
probable, with estimates di↵ering by orders of magnitude
depending on assumptions [29–31].

We will argue that while there is a low probability of
capturing an Earth mass PBH, it is no more improba-
ble than capturing an FFP of similar mass. The Solar
System capture rate can be expressed as follows

� = h�nvi =

Z
n0F (v + v�)

d�

dv
vdv , (2)

where F (v) and n0 are the velocity distribution and am-
bient density of the objects to be captured, d�/dv is the
di↵erential capture cross-section and v�,r is the velocity
of the Sun with respect to the rest frame of the objects
to be captured.
The di↵erential cross-section (identical for PBHs and

free floaters) is significantly suppressed for relative ve-
locities larger than 0.25km/s [32], which is much smaller
than other velocities in the calculation. As a result, the
velocity dispersions in the integrand can be approximated
by the zero-order value F (v�). This allows us to cancel
the common factor of d�/dv in the ratio of PBH to FFP
capture rate, which is then well approximated by

�BH

�FFP

'
nBH

nFFP

FPBH(v�,PBH)

FFFP(v�,FFP)
. (3)

We assume that the PBH velocity distribution is the same
as the DM velocity distribution given by the Standard
Halo Model [33], with v�,DM = 220km/s and velocity
dispersion �PBH = v�/

p
2. The local density of PBHs is

related to the local DM density (⇢DM = 0.4 GeV/cm3)
and the fact that PBHs comprise a fraction fPBH of this
local density:

nBH = fPBH

✓
⇢DM

MBH

◆
⇠ 35pc�3

✓
fBH

0.05

◆✓
5M�
MBH

◆
.

As for the FFPs, there are two possibilities: While the
Solar System could capture a planet when inside a star-
forming region, for which the FFP density may be as high
as 200pc�3 [32], such stellar nurseries are highly disrup-
tive environments. Hence a planet captured in this man-
ner is quite likely subsequently stripped by interactions
with nearby stars [27–29]. Instead we consider capture
in the field, away from star forming regions. In the field,
the FFP density (which we take to the be similar to the
local star density) is much lower: nFFP ⇠ 0.2pc�3. How-
ever, the available time for capture is much longer and
the survival probability of a captured object is e↵ectively
unity. We assume the FFP velocity dispersion is inher-
ited from the stars in the thin disk: �⇤ ⇠ 40km/s [32].
Remarkably, with these parameters we arrive at:

�BH

�FFP

⇠ 1⇥

✓
0.2pc�3

nFFP

◆✓
40km/s

�FFP

◆3 ✓
fBH
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We find that the rates are comparable and thus conclude
that the probability that an FFP is gravitationally cap-
tured by the Solar System in ambient space is roughly
comparable to capturing a 5M� PBH with fPBH ⇠ 0.05.
Therefore, if one is willing to entertain that the possi-
bility that the TNO orbits indicate a captured planet,
it is plausible that the gravitational source in the outer
Solar System could instead be a PBH (once we establish
evidence for such a PBH population).
Finally, we note that gravitational capture normally

occurs due to multi-body interactions or drag through
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The second set of anomalies has been observed by
OGLE. The OGLE observations, when interpreted as a
population of PBHs, are consistent with a range of masses
and density fractions [6] with

M 2 [0.5M�, 20M�], fPBH 2 [0.005, 0.1], (1)

where fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM, in terms of the DM relic den-
sity ⌦DMh

2
⇡ 0.1 with the PBH population forming a

subcomponent with relic density ⌦PBH. The masses and
density fractions are correlated with larger masses corre-
sponding to smaller fPBH.

While an M� object is too light to be an astrophysical
black hole formed by stellar collapse, PBHs arise from
over densities in the early universe [15, 16] and as a re-
sult can be substantially lighter than M�. Formation of
PBHs inferred from OGLE has been discussed in [17–19].
We note that PBHs arise from O(1) density fluctuations
during radiation domination, due to an increase in the
primordial power spectrum. An intriguing coincidence
is that PBHs formed during radiation domination via a
strong first order phase transition around the electroweak
scale are expected to have mass of the same order as P9
with MBH ⇠ M�(125 GeV/T )2 [20].

Since [6] prefers fPBH < 1, we assume DM particles
account for the remaining fraction: fDM = 1�fPBH ⇡ 1.
In that case, a PBH will accrete DM and form a micro-
halo [21–25]. Since the DM densities in these microhalos
are typically very high, DM annihilations can be signifi-
cantly enhanced, leading to potentially detectable signals
as we will discuss in Sections 4 and 5.

3. Capture Probability. There are three alterna-
tive hypotheses for the origin of P9: a) P9 formed on
its current orbit (‘in situ’); b) P9 formed in the inner
Solar System and has been up-scattered into its current
orbit; or c) P9 has formed outside of the Solar System
and has been captured. While all three scenarios are un-
likely, they are still favourable compared to the chance
alignment of TNOs [3]. In case of the in situ forma-
tion, at a ⇠ 500 AU there is typically insu�cient time
and material to build an Earth mass planet [26–28]. The
prospect of a planet forming near Uranus and Neptune
before being scattered to its present orbit is low since in
order to fall into a stable orbit the planet would need
to be appropriately influenced by a passing star (or an-
other mechanism) [4, 29]. The probability of capturing a
free floating planet (FFP) is estimated to be similarly im-
probable, with estimates di↵ering by orders of magnitude
depending on assumptions [29–31].

We will argue that while there is a low probability of
capturing an Earth mass PBH, it is no more improba-
ble than capturing an FFP of similar mass. The Solar
System capture rate can be expressed as follows

� = h�nvi =

Z
n0F (v + v�)

d�

dv
vdv , (2)

where F (v) and n0 are the velocity distribution and am-
bient density of the objects to be captured, d�/dv is the
di↵erential capture cross-section and v�,r is the velocity
of the Sun with respect to the rest frame of the objects
to be captured.
The di↵erential cross-section (identical for PBHs and

free floaters) is significantly suppressed for relative ve-
locities larger than 0.25km/s [32], which is much smaller
than other velocities in the calculation. As a result, the
velocity dispersions in the integrand can be approximated
by the zero-order value F (v�). This allows us to cancel
the common factor of d�/dv in the ratio of PBH to FFP
capture rate, which is then well approximated by

�BH

�FFP

'
nBH

nFFP

FPBH(v�,PBH)

FFFP(v�,FFP)
. (3)

We assume that the PBH velocity distribution is the same
as the DM velocity distribution given by the Standard
Halo Model [33], with v�,DM = 220km/s and velocity
dispersion �PBH = v�/

p
2. The local density of PBHs is

related to the local DM density (⇢DM = 0.4 GeV/cm3)
and the fact that PBHs comprise a fraction fPBH of this
local density:

nBH = fPBH

✓
⇢DM

MBH

◆
⇠ 35pc�3

✓
fBH

0.05

◆✓
5M�
MBH

◆
.

As for the FFPs, there are two possibilities: While the
Solar System could capture a planet when inside a star-
forming region, for which the FFP density may be as high
as 200pc�3 [32], such stellar nurseries are highly disrup-
tive environments. Hence a planet captured in this man-
ner is quite likely subsequently stripped by interactions
with nearby stars [27–29]. Instead we consider capture
in the field, away from star forming regions. In the field,
the FFP density (which we take to the be similar to the
local star density) is much lower: nFFP ⇠ 0.2pc�3. How-
ever, the available time for capture is much longer and
the survival probability of a captured object is e↵ectively
unity. We assume the FFP velocity dispersion is inher-
ited from the stars in the thin disk: �⇤ ⇠ 40km/s [32].
Remarkably, with these parameters we arrive at:

�BH

�FFP

⇠ 1⇥

✓
0.2pc�3

nFFP

◆✓
40km/s

�FFP

◆3 ✓
fBH

0.05

◆✓
5M�
MBH

◆
.

We find that the rates are comparable and thus conclude
that the probability that an FFP is gravitationally cap-
tured by the Solar System in ambient space is roughly
comparable to capturing a 5M� PBH with fPBH ⇠ 0.05.
Therefore, if one is willing to entertain that the possi-
bility that the TNO orbits indicate a captured planet,
it is plausible that the gravitational source in the outer
Solar System could instead be a PBH (once we establish
evidence for such a PBH population).
Finally, we note that gravitational capture normally

occurs due to multi-body interactions or drag through

We make an assumption: the primordial Black Holes 

have the distributions identical to dark matter

We make another assumption: there is about one free floating planet

 per star and they have the same velocity dispersion.

[1705.10332]
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How could we find it?
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If it is a planet
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Figure 25: On-sky properties of a typical P9 orbital fit. The top panel depicts an example path of Planet
Nine, along with the RA-DEC projection of the ecliptic and galactic planes. The bottom panel reports the
expected range of the visual magnitude of Planet Nine as a function of the right ascension. While ongoing
observational surveys such as Pan-STARRS yield important limits on the location of P9 along its orbit, such
constraints are absent from the galactic plane, which remains scarcely explored by solar system surveys.

The brightness of Planet Nine depends on its size, albedo, and distance. For a
mass range between 5 and 10 M�, exoplanets follow an approximate power law where
R ⇡ R�(M/M�)0.55, suggesting radii of 2.4 and 3.5R�, respectively (Weiss and Marcy,
2014). Such estimates are further consistent with the interior modeling e↵orts of Linder
and Mordasini (2016) who compute physical radii of ⇠ 1.9 � 3.7R� for an isolated
10 M� object (see also Ginzburg et al. 2016). The albedo of Planet Nine is unknown,
but modeling by Fortney et al. (2016) suggests that at the inferred heliocentric distance,
the planetary H/He envelope will be free of all potential condensibles, rendering the
atmosphere an essentially pure Rayleigh scatterer with a V-band albedo of almost unity.
Neptune, in contrast, has an albedo of approximately 40%, which we take as a plausible
lower limit.

As discussed above, for 5 M�, the best-fit orbital solution is characterized by a9 =
500 AU and e9 = 0.25 which corresponds to an aphelion distance of 625 AU, where it
would be between magnitude V ⇡ 21.2 and 22.2 (it would be between magnitude 19.0
and 20.0 at perihelion), depending on the albedo. For 10 M�, which we consider an
upper limit to the mass of Planet Nine, the most distant acceptable orbit has a9 = 800
AU, e9 = 0.45, and an aphelion of 1160 AU. Such an object would have an aphelion
magnitude between 23.0 and 24.0 (perihelion magnitude between 19.9 and 20.8).

Counterintuitively, a lower mass Planet Nine is brighter owing to its requirement for
a smaller heliocentric distance to have the same dynamical e↵ect. To this end, a 5 M�
Planet Nine, for example, is bright enough to be detectable by wide-field surveys such
as Pan-STARRS throughout most of its orbit. It is not yet known how complete the
moving object search for Pan-STARRS is, but with the survey still ongoing a discovery

61
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Looking for a Planet

Using Reflected Light 
(Visible light)

Using Radiated Light 
(Infrared)

So Far: No Discovery! 29



What if it is a PBH?

• It is very small: 10-20cm 
across.


• It is very dark: its Hawking 
temperature is T ~ 0.004K.


• Probably does not have an 
accretion disk: too small, not 
enough material around.


• No hope for lensing: Einstein 
angle is 4 mas.
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Fun facts about PBHs

• BH below solar mass are too light to form from 
collapsed stars.


• If they exist, they were formed during early 
Universe [Hawking 1970s]


• This could be due to statistical fluctuations, 
phase transitions, early matter domination …


• For most masses, they can’t be 100% of dark 
matter. (especially for us)


• Since they can’t be all of dark matter, we are 
going to assume that there is particle dark 
matter around.
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FIG. 8: Shaded blue region is the 95% CL allowed region of PBH abundance, obtained by assuming that 6 ultrashort-timescale
microlensing events in the OGLE data are due to PBHs. Note that we assume a monochromatic mass scale for PBHs as given
in the x-axis. The allowed region is computed from the condition P (fPBH,MPBH)/Pmax > 0.046, which corresponds to 95% CL
if the surface of posterior distribution follows a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (Pmax is the posterior distribution for
the best-fit model). Dark shaded region shows the result when combining the allowed region of the ultrashort-timescale events
with the upper bounds from the Subaru constraints and the longer timescale OGLE data.

DM, fPBH, is specified for an assumed PBH mass scale
(MPBH); N

PBH

exp
(E, i) / fPBH. As a conservative ap-

proach, we use the observed counts, Nobs(tE,i) for the
expectation value of microlensing events due to stellar
components. In the following, we assume that the MW
DM model for the spatial and velocity distributions for
PBH in Sections III, and we treat the PBH mass frac-
tion parameter, fPBH, as a free parameter for an assumed
PBH mass scale (MPBH). Namely we consider a single
model parameter for an assumed PBH mass scale (we will
discuss later for a possible extension of this assumption).
When fPBH = 0, i.e. N

PBH

exp
= 0, the maximum likeli-

hood is realized because of N
PBH

exp
� 0. The last term in

the above log likelihood is irrelevant for parameter infer-
ence, because it is a fixed number irrespectively of model
parameter (fPBH).

Given the likelihood function and the PBH model (de-
noted as M), the posterior distribution of model param-
eter, fPBH, is computed based on the Bayes’s theorem
as

P (fPBH|d, M) =
L(d|fPBH)⇧(fPBH)

P (d|M)
, (39)

where ⇧(fPBH) is a prior of fPBH and P (d|M) ⌘ E is the
evidence. In this paper, we assume a flat prior, fPBH  1;
the total PBH mass in the MW region cannot exceed
the DM mass. By computing the above equation with
varying the model parameter fPBH, we can obtain the
posterior distribution for an assumed mass scale of PBH.
Fig. 6 shows some examples for the posterior distribution
for a given PBH mass scale, obtained from the above
method.
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FIG. 7: Red shaded region corresponds to the 95% C.L. upper bound on the PBH mass fraction to DM, derived assuming the
null hypothesis that there is no PBH microlensing event in the 5-year OGLE data (see text for details). Here we assume a
monochromatic mass function of PBHs, and we derive the upper bound at each mass scale denoted in the x-axis. The dashed
curve shows the upper bound if the OGLE data in the 4 shortest timescale bins for the ultrashort-timescale events is not used for
the null hypothesis. This constraint can be compared with other observational constraints as shown by the gray shaded regions:
the microlensing search of stars in the Andromeda galaxy from the one-night Subaru Hyper Suprime-Cam data (“HSC”) [29],
the mirolensing search from the 2-years Kelper data (“Kepler”) [28], the earlier MACHO/EROS/OGLE microlensing search
(“EROS/MACHO”) [27], the microlensing of extremely magnified stars near caustics of a galaxy cluster (“Caustics”) [32] and
the accretion e↵ects on the CMB observables (“CMB”) [35], which is the result updated from the earlier estimate [34].

events at each timescale bin follows the Poisson distribu-
tion. This is a good assumption because the same lens-
ing object very unlikely produces multiple lensing events
(lensing for multiple source stars) because of smallness of
the lensing optical depth, ⌧ ⇠ 10�6 (see Table I). Hence
we can safely assume that di↵erent microlensing events
are independent and uncorrelated with each other. Un-
der these assumptions, we assume that the log likelihood
of OGLE microlensing events is given by

ln L(d|✓) =
nbinX

i=1

[Nobs(tE,i) ln �(tE,i) � �(tE,i) � ln Nobs(tE,i)!]

(37)

where Nobs(tE,i) is the observed number of events at
the i-th timescale bin (tE,i); d is the data vector,
d ⌘ {Nobs(tE,1), Nobs(tE,2), . . . , Nobs(tE,nbin

)} in our
case, nbin is the number of timescale bins (nbin = 25 as
can be found from Fig. 5); ✓ is the model vector; �(tE,i)
is the expectation number of events at the bin. When we
include PBH microlensing contributions, we model the
expectation number by

�(tE,i) = Nobs(tE,i) + N
PBH

exp
(tE,i). (38)

Here N
PBH

exp
(tE,i) is the expected number of microlensing

events due to PBHs at the i-th timescale bin, which is
computed from Eq. (36) once the PBH mass fraction to
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Primordial Black Holes form Dark Matter 
halos around them during early Universe

Time
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Smooth Universe with a Primordial Black Hole

Eventually Mostly Dark Matter
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Dark Halo properties
• Typically this dark matter halo is large and diffuse — 

even more massive than its host black hole. This 
would lead to a discrepancy between its full mass and 
the mass that causes lensing.


• However, our black hole has had encounters that 
stripped parts of the halo. The key parameter is the 
Roche limit — the effective region where tidal forces 
are not stripping material.


• In order to get captured, the black hole would have 
speed very similar to Sun. Based on that we can 
estimate it has ‘encountered’ about 105 stars, which 
would give us a typical closest approach of order 600 
AU. This strips that halo down to ~40AU, with about 
couple Earth masses of total halo mass.


• Once it settles on an orbit around the Sun, it gets 
stripped down to about 8AU, which further reduces 
the halo mass below one Earth mass.

rR ⇡ rmin
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Dark Matter Annihilations
• Since we would like to explain why there is about 

as much DM as there are baryons, it is possible 
(in fact preferred) that DM annihilates into SM 
particles.


• Since this is one of the more generic features of 
many DM models, many experiments are looking 
for such signatures.


• The energy scale of the products depends on the 
DM particle mass.


• This annihilation rate is proportional to the local 
dark matter density. Good targets are:


A. The Galactic Center

B. Dwarf galaxy satellites (Large Magellanic 

Clouds, Draco, Fornax…)

C. The Center of Andromeda

DM

DM

SM

SM

SM
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Two signals

• The entire PBH population in the Galaxy and outside it is shining in x-rays/
gamma rays. This is called the diffuse emission — there are severe 
constraints on this. We need to avoid these.


• We would like to see the ‘Planet 9’ PBH, which is much closer (hence 
brighter), but alone. And it is moving.


• If the DM is produced through thermal freeze-out (one ‘accepted’ 
scenario) then we are dead. The diffuse emission alone would be orders 
of magnitude above what FERMI sees. [well known result, e.g. 0712.3499]


• It is produced through different mechanisms such as Freeze-in, p-wave 
dark matter, or it is partially asymmetric (does not annihilate as readily), 
then we are safe, and there is a potentially observable signal.
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The sky as seen by FERMI-
LAT
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The sky as seen by FERMI-
LAT - with ‘Planet 9’
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How do you look for moving 
signal?

• This is a classic problem: it has already been encountered when we 
search for asteroids, or TNOs and KBOs.


• Since FERMI detects each photon (gamma ray) individually, we have a 
unique opportunity:


1. Select a window


2. For all pairs of photons, form the quantity α = Δφ/Δt (the angular 
distance between the photons divided by their time difference.


3. Points that come from a track cluster in a particular bin that 
corresponds to that proper motion on the sky.


4. Show the histogram of number of photon pairs with a given α.


5. One can be more sophisticated and normalise this histogram by 
another histogram that generate from a random sample to 
remove effects of boundaries, time dependent sensitivity etc.

[1012.1873] 38



Very Preliminary — Test signal 
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Τhere are spurious signals…
Week 1&2 Week 3&4 Week 5&6 Week 7&8
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This is not easy… there are spurious 
signals

Week 1&2 Week 3&4 Week 5&6 Week 7&8
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Interesting Directions

• E. Witten: Searching for a Black Hole in the Outer Solar 
System [2004.14192]


• Loeb & Siraj: Searching for Black Holes in the Outer Solar 
System with LSST [2005.12280]


• Arbey & Auffingen: Detecting Planet 9 via Hawking 
radiation [2006.02944]
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Conclusion
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• Orbits of TNOs give us evidence that there exists an extra body in the 
outer Solar System with mass 5-20 Earth masses far away: 100s of AUs


• The OGLE data set hints that throughout our Galaxy there is an unusual 
population of objects with masses between 0.5 and 20 Earth masses.


• This could be a pure coincidence, statistical fluke, etc.


• Both of these could be due to a new population of free floating planets, 
one of which got caught by the solar system. Then we should keep up 
our search for ‘Planet 9’ in the conventional way (and we should).


• Or, more excitingly, this could be explained by a Primordial Black Hole in 
the outer solar system. Then we should look through the already 
existing data (which is free) and see if we can find it (and we are doing 
this).


• If this were true, we would make remarkable leap in our understanding 
of our Universe (on top of being extremely lucky).
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Thank You
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